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Fork, Cork and Canvas event raises $1,250
for woman’s club
By Haley Behre

BELMAR — Twenty-five people came out for the inaugural
‘Fork, Cork and Canvas’ event this past Monday at Brandl
Restaurant.

Fork, Cork and Canvas is a monthly event that offers dinner,
dessert and an art class. Participants are able to bring their
own wine.

The event is hosted by Sherry Waldman, owner of Joel and
Sherry’s Paintin Place, and Chris Brandl, owner of Brandl
Restaurant.

“I think the event went spectacular,” Mr. Brandl said.

It is a new concept of having an art class and dining melded
together, he said.

The inaugural event, which occurred on Sept. 30, also served
as a time to give back as 100 percent of the proceeds went to
the Belmar Woman’s Club [BWC] scholarship fund.

Mr. Brandl lost his beachfront restaurant, Jake’s Crab Shack, to
Hurricane Sandy, and the BWC lost the place where they meet,
the Taylor Pavilion.

So since the storm, Mr. Brandl has opened up Brandl 
Restaurant to the woman’s club to host their card parties,

which they continue to have there
now.

Mr. Brandl has had the “my house is your house mentality” since the storm since the
woman’s club and he both lost places, he said.

The inaugural Fork, Cork and Canvas event raised $1,250 for the woman’s club.

“It was a very nice gesture,” said BWC president Rosemary Tormey.

Ms. Tormey attended the event on Monday evening and thought it was a lot of fun.

She said she was “skeptical in the beginning,” but it ended up being a really nice event.

“I would recommend it to anyone,” Ms. Tormey said. “It really was fun.”

The event will be held on the last Monday of every month from 6-9 p.m. at Brandl Restaurant, in the Belmar
Plaza. Each month, those in attendance will learn to paint a different picture.

The events cost $75 per person, including tip, until the end of the year.
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Twenty-five people came out to the inaugural
Fork, Cork and Canvas event at Brandl
Restaurant this past Monday. Fork, Cork and
Canvas is a monthly event that allows people to
dine while learning to paint on canvas. The
inaugural event raised $1,250 for the Belmar 
Woman’s Club scholarship fund. Photo by RYAN
MAYER, STAR NEWS GROUP
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Those interested in attending, should visit Brandl’s website, www.brandlrestaurant.com, or call 732-280-7501
or 732-414-1011.
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